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The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature . Although wilderness may today seem to be just
one environmental concern among many, .. why different peoples may feel very differently about the meaning of
wilderness. . On the one hand, one of my own most important environmental ethics is that.

If the frontier was passing, then men who had the means to do so should preserve for themselves some
remnant of its wild landscape so that they might enjoy the regeneration and renewal that came from sleeping
under the stars, participating in blood sports, and living off the land. Any way of looking at nature that helps
us rememberâ€”as wilderness also tends to doâ€”that the interests of people are not necessarily identical to
those of every analysis creature or of the earth itself is likely to foster with behavior. A well-known
environmental historian, Cronon causes an infusion of debate from his colleagues, both in support of and
opposing his perspective on wilderness. It is an island in the polluted sea of urban-industrial modernity, the
one place we can turn for escape from our own too-muchness. For the early romantic writers and artists who
first began to celebrate it, the sublime was far from being a pleasurable experience. The autonomy of
nonhuman nature seems to me an indispensable corrective to human arrogance. She seems to say sternly, why
came ye here before your time? Cronon asserts the fact that we must rethink the way we view wilderness and
realize that we are a major part of it. I promise that it will enrich the way you think about the question you
asked me below. Bill Cronon References Cronon, William. Therefore, wilderness will never be natural unless
we return to historical life. And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! That Thoreau in
could declare wildness to be the preservation of the world suggests the sea change that was going on. Our
ancestors used to live in an environment which they could easily predict. For one, it makes wilderness the
locus for an william struggle between malign civilization and benign nature, compared with which all other
social, political, and moral concerns seem trivial. We inhabit civilization while holding some part of
ourselvesâ€”what we imagine to be the most precious partâ€”aloof from its entanglements. Essay on
intellectual property rights in india This in turn tempts one to ignore crucial differences among humans and
the complex cultural and historical reasons why different peoples may feel very differently about the meaning
of wilderness. However, identifying everything we should and should not do completes nothing by way of
action. It is rare enough among men, impossible to any other form of life. The frontier might be gone, but the
frontier experience could still be had if only wilderness were preserved. Not only does it ascribe greater power
to humanity that we in fact possessâ€”physical and biological nature will surely survive in some form or
another long after we ourselves have gone the way of all fleshâ€”but in the end it offers us little more than a
self-defeating counsel of despair. I'm afraid I couldn't possibly give you a simple definition to either the word
"wilderness" or the word "nature," since both are incredibly rich and complicated terms; indeed, the British
literary critic Raymond Williams once remarked that nature is probably the most complicated word in the
English language, and I think I agree with him. However much one may be attracted to such a vision, it entails
problematic analyses. By the eighteenth century this sense of the wilderness as a landscape where the
supernatural lay just beneath the surface was expressed in the doctrine of the sublime, a word whose modern
usage has been so watered down by commercial hype and tourist advertising that it retains only a dim echo of
its former power. And yet radical environmentalists and deep ecologists all too frequently come close to
accepting this premise as a first principle. Humans can fit in with nature, and need not be segregated from it.
Such memories may be uniquely our own, but they are also familiar enough be to be instantly recognizable to
others. Are these essay examples edited? Foreman, Confessions of an Eco-Warrior, p. Do we even want to
balance? My own belief is that only by exploring this middle ground will we learn ways of imagining a better
philosophy for all of us: The middle ground is where we actually live. Vast, Titanic, inhuman Nature has got
him at disadvantage, caught him alone, and pilfers him of some of his divine faculty. For troubles Americans
wilderness stands as the last remaining place where civilization, that all too human disease, has not fully
infected the earth. Without support from outside ecosystems they will continue to deteriorate, and humans will
encroach upon them until there is nothing left. The mythic frontier individualist was almost always masculine
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in gender: here, in the wilderness, a man could be a real man, the rugged individual he was meant to be before
civilization sapped his energy and threatened his masculinity. She does not smile on him as in the plains. One
went to the wilderness not as a producer but as a consumer, hiring guides and other backcountry residents who
could serve as romantic surrogates for the rough riders and hunters of the frontier if one was willing to
overlook their new status as employees and servants of the rich. To the extent that we celebrate wilderness as
the measure with which we judge civilization, we reproduce the dualism that sets humanity and nature at
opposite poles. How can we take the positive values we associate with wilderness and bring them closer to
home? No matter what the angle from which we regard it, wilderness offers us the illusion that we can escape
the cares and troubles of the world in which our past has ensnared us. The autonomy of nonhuman nature
seems to me an indispensable corrective to human arrogance.


